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Chapter 3
Variation over time



 Time series: A set of paired variables, one of which is
some recorded observations and the other of which is
the times (or sometimes just the order) in which the
observations are recorded. Examples: number of letters
in the spelled form of a word in preserved texts over
the years or centuries since the word was first seen in
writing, the amplitude of air pressure fluctuation
recorded at regular intervals over the milliseconds (or
seconds, or minutes) of an audio recording.

 Time plot: A picture of a sample of time series data,
where time is plotted along one axis (typically the x-
axis) and the paired observations are plotted along the
other axis. Example: a waveform of an audio recording,
such as the waveform plotted in Figure 2.4.
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 bin size: The size of the range of numerical values included in each bin,
represented by each bar, of a histogram. For example, the numbers 0.25, 0.36,
and 0.49 would all fall into a bin that ranged from 0.0-0.50.

 stressed form: The longer, less ambiguous variant of a word or phrase,
usually introducing new information, or an unfamiliar word.

 unstressed form: The more predictable variant of a word or phrase, that
is usually less carefully pronounced.

 reduced form: The shorter, less precisely pronounced variant of a word
or phrase.

 abbreviation: When a word is considerably shortened, omitting entire
sounds from various locations in the word. For example: govmnt is an
abbreviation of government

 contraction: When two words that are frequently used together are
combined into a shorter form, omitting sounds from one or both words. For
example: I’m for I am

 clipping: When a word or phrase is shortened to a part of that word,
frequently clipping syllables off the end. For example: cell for cellular telephone.
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 sampling rate (sampling frequency): The number of
samples taken per specified unit of time, usually to convert a
continuous stream, such as sound, into smaller measured
units. Example: music CDs are usually recorded at a rate of
44,100 samples per second.

 sampling period: The interval between successive
samples. Example: the sampling period for a music CD is
usually about 0.0002 seconds (i.e., 1/44100).

 sound waveform: Time plot of the amplitude fluctuations
over time for an audio recording.

 hertz (Hz): A unit of measurement that means repetitions
per second. Used to measure frequency of many things,
including sampling frequency, pitch, vowel formants, etc.
Example: The typical sampling rate for a music CD is 44,000
Hz.
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 Loading data from a file
 choc = read.delim("OEDchocolate.txt")
 gov = read.delim("OEDgovernment.txt")

 Plotting function for time series
 plot(choc$noV ~ choc$year)
 plot(gov$noV ~ gov$year)
 plot(noV ~ year, data=choc)
 plot(noV ~ year, data=gov)

 Refining the time series plot
 plot(noV ~ year, data=choc, type="b",

xlim=c(1460,1710), ylim=c(1.5,5.5))

R code: Time series plot

 Loading data from a file
 choc = read.delim("OEDchocolate.txt")
 gov = read.delim("OEDgovernment.txt")

 Plotting function for time series
 plot(choc$noV ~ choc$year)
 plot(gov$noV ~ gov$year)
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 Refining the time series plot
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 Load data from a file
 s10 <- read.delim("BSCs10.txt")

 Plotting histograms
 hist(s10$dur)
 hist(s10$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)")
 longUniq <- subset(s10, canPhon > 7 & freq==1)
 hist(longUniq$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)")

R code: histograms

 Load data from a file
 s10 <- read.delim("BSCs10.txt")

 Plotting histograms
 hist(s10$dur)
 hist(s10$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)")
 longUniq <- subset(s10, canPhon > 7 & freq==1)
 hist(longUniq$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)")



 longOther <- subset(s10, canPhon > 7 & freq > 1)

 Comparing histograms on the same scale
 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)",xlim=c(0.2,1.1))
 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)",breaks=c(0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1
.0,1.1))

 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token
(seconds)", breaks=seq(0.2,1.1,0.1))

 longOther <- subset(s10, canPhon > 7 & freq > 1)

 Comparing histograms on the same scale
 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)",xlim=c(0.2,1.1))
 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token

(seconds)",breaks=c(0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1
.0,1.1))

 hist(longOther$dur, xlab="duration of word token
(seconds)", breaks=seq(0.2,1.1,0.1))



 Sounds in English
 Consonants

 Manner: stop, fricative, affricate, nasal, approximant
(liquid, glide)

 Place: bilabial, labiodental, dental, alveolar, palatal, velar,
glottal

 Voice: voiceless, voiced

 Vowels
 Monophthongs: frontal, central, back
 Diphthongs

Background Knowledge
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(liquid, glide)
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 Stressed vs. unstressed
 Rebel (noun), Rebel (verb)
 Permit (noun), Permit (verb)
 Contract (noun), Contract (verb)

 John did not come to the party last night.

 Reduced (contracted, abbreviated, or clipped) form vs. full form
 not – n't
 let us – let's
 am –'m are –'re is –'s does had, did, would –’d

 @ – at
 attn – for the attention of
 Cc – copy to
 ms – millisecond

 Cell – cell phone

Sound variations in spoken language

 Stressed vs. unstressed
 Rebel (noun), Rebel (verb)
 Permit (noun), Permit (verb)
 Contract (noun), Contract (verb)

 John did not come to the party last night.

 Reduced (contracted, abbreviated, or clipped) form vs. full form
 not – n't
 let us – let's
 am –'m are –'re is –'s does had, did, would –’d

 @ – at
 attn – for the attention of
 Cc – copy to
 ms – millisecond

 Cell – cell phone



 we’ll (for we will) and we’d (for we had or we
would)

 abbreviations and clippings such as sync (for
synchronization) and cell phone or even cell (for
cellular telephone).

 Contraction and abbreviation may increase the
potential for ambiguity or uncertainty about
what a speaker actually said.
 /wid/ - we’d or weed?

Sound variations over time
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 Understanding linguistic changes over time
 Do some words get smaller over time?

 First, is there variation in the duration of the
pronounced form of a word that doesn’t have an
“official” contracted or abbreviated form, depending on
where the word occurs in a sentence — i.e., whether it
occurs in a less predictable stressed position or a more
predictable unstressed position?

 Second, is the duration of the actual pronounced form
of a word that occurs frequently in a conversation
shorter than the duration of the actual pronounced
form of a word that occurs just once?

Research Question

 Understanding linguistic changes over time
 Do some words get smaller over time?

 First, is there variation in the duration of the
pronounced form of a word that doesn’t have an
“official” contracted or abbreviated form, depending on
where the word occurs in a sentence — i.e., whether it
occurs in a less predictable stressed position or a more
predictable unstressed position?

 Second, is the duration of the actual pronounced form
of a word that occurs frequently in a conversation
shorter than the duration of the actual pronounced
form of a word that occurs just once?



Example data for changes over time



Examples of time series plot



Quantifying speech sounds in real time



 Sound waveform:
 A plot of amplitude variation over time
 How is amplitude of sound represented in a sound

waveform?
 Samples
 Sampling frequency: how many samples quantified per

second (Hertz, Hz)

Understanding sounds visually

 Sound waveform:
 A plot of amplitude variation over time
 How is amplitude of sound represented in a sound

waveform?
 Samples
 Sampling frequency: how many samples quantified per

second (Hertz, Hz)



 Praat
 http://praat.org/

Speech analysis tool

 Praat
 http://praat.org/



Quantifying duration of speech sounds





Analyzing graphs



Analyzing graphs



Analyzing graphs



We found evidence by comparing the
durations of “long” words that occurred just
once in an interview from the Buckeye Speech
Corpus with the durations of “long” words
that occurred more than once in this
interview.

Answering our research question

We found evidence by comparing the
durations of “long” words that occurred just
once in an interview from the Buckeye Speech
Corpus with the durations of “long” words
that occurred more than once in this
interview.



We found some evidence by comparing the
durations of later (and presumably more
predictable) tokens of “long” words that were
said more than once in this interview with the
durations of the first (and presumably less
predictable) occurrence.

We found some evidence by comparing the
durations of later (and presumably more
predictable) tokens of “long” words that were
said more than once in this interview with the
durations of the first (and presumably less
predictable) occurrence.



 When we talk about data, we are talking about
sets of reliably recorded observations that we
can use to reason numerically about the world.
Some records are inherently quantitative, derived
by counting or measuring something.

 We can derive useful quantitative measures of
such categorical variables by counting the number
of tokens for each type.

 Plotting the numbers that we get in bar plots and
histograms is a useful way to look for
generalizations about the population.

Summary

 When we talk about data, we are talking about
sets of reliably recorded observations that we
can use to reason numerically about the world.
Some records are inherently quantitative, derived
by counting or measuring something.

 We can derive useful quantitative measures of
such categorical variables by counting the number
of tokens for each type.

 Plotting the numbers that we get in bar plots and
histograms is a useful way to look for
generalizations about the population.


